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Abstract—In this paper, several novel functions for accurately estimating the correlation and the multiple-input–multiple-output (MIMO) capacity of combined spatial and true polarization diversity (TPD) schemes are proposed for the first time. Minimum error estimation of the correlation for a hybrid spatial–TPD linear scheme previously reported cannot be obtained by simple non-linear least-square estimators, and the use of genetic algorithms (GAs) provides an accurate solution. Channel matrix coefficients and MIMO capacities are analyzed for the diverse optimization strategies employed, which aim to identify the best prediction of MIMO performance. The novel functions are used with previously reported results and validated for Rayleigh fading scenarios with isotropic scattering using a multimode-stirred chamber (MIMO Analyzer). An accurate prediction of high correlation values is concluded to be of extreme importance for the final MIMO performance estimation. This has been found to be particularly important for estimating MIMO capacity with achieved prediction accuracies of 1.1% at SNR = 15 dB. In contrast, the accurate prediction of low correlation values has been found to have a less-important effect on the final capacity-predicting performance.

Index Terms—Correlation functions, dipole, genetic algorithms (GAs), multimode chamber, multiple input–multiple output (MIMO).

I. INTRODUCTION

The correlation between different multiple-input–multiple-output (MIMO) channels is typically used to predict communication performance. When it is assumed that the antennas have the same radiation pattern and the correlation among the receive antennas is independent of the correlation between the transmit antennas, this model is known as the Kronecker model. This simplification may be justified by the fact that only immediate antenna surroundings cause the correlation between array elements and have a negligible impact on the correlation observed between the elements of the array at the other end of the link. Some other models with cross-correlation assumptions are also available [1], [2]. While some works claim that the impact of channel correlation on MIMO capacity is negligible when the two-element beamwidth is smaller than the angular spread [3], others have recently identified limitations to the accuracy provided by the correlation-based models [4]. A particularly important limitation is related to their ability to represent geometry-based statistical models [5]. In spite of these claims, the accuracy of the Kronecker model has been demonstrated to be really dependent upon how the model renders the different eigenvalues of the channel correlation matrix [6]. When there is no covariance between the departure and arrival angles, the transmitter and receiver have been shown to have independent correlation [4]. This happens, for example, in isotropic scatterings, where all the angles of arrival (AoAs) are possible. A good example is that of urban outdoor scenarios and indoor scenarios with a great number of scatters, such as trees or metallic walls in buildings [7]. In these wide AoA scenarios, which are also typically emulated in reverberation chambers [4], [7], the Kronecker model performs reasonably well [6].

The importance of correlation-based models and their ability to predict MIMO performance has recently been augmented by diagonally correlated MIMO channels, which show a higher ergodic capacity than that provided by independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) fading channels [8]. An important class of diagonally correlated channels is constituted by multiple polarization. In these channels, the absence of accurate correlation models for predicting the interaction between antennas separated by both spatial and angular distance poses additional emulating difficulties. An accurate model for predicting the correlation between two linearly polarized antennas separated by both a spatial distance and an angular inclination is not yet available in the literature. In a previous letter [9], an important equivalence between angular separation and spatial separation was found, and simple coarse correlation models for a hybrid spatial–true polarization diversity (TPD) system were accordingly developed. In [9], however, the correlation model results tend to suggest that the linear scheme overestimates the correlation for spatial separation, whereas the quadratic model underestimates the correlation. In this sense, a higher order combining scheme or the use of weighting factors on the polarization separation and spatial separation models could help increase the hybrid correlation model’s accuracy. Obtaining an accurate correlation model for hybrid spatial–TPD systems for the first time was the motivation of this paper. This is done by using the possibilities outlined in the results in [9]. In doing so, we have also found that an accurate prediction of the high correlation values is more important for final capacity performance prediction. This hybrid correlation model could also be useful when predicting the correlation between diverse modes with nonidentical polarization states in a multimode...
single antenna. Likewise, in handset MIMO, a relatively large number of antennas may be concentrated on a small volume in the presence of the user, who considerably modifies the mutual coupling and the correlation performance [10], [11]. In fact, we have shown that the correlation properties may not be sufficient to accurately predict the MIMO performance when in the presence of the user or low-efficiency antennas [10], [11], but it certainly plays an important role in its prediction. Therefore, an accurate MIMO performance prediction requires a precise correlation property forecast [12]. In this sense, in a recent letter [9], we have proposed the use of a spatial-based correlation function that is able to predict the correlation between two dipoles with a spatial separation and arbitrary inclination angles between transmission and reception. The obtained accuracy, however, was low and found to be model dependent, and more research was envisaged at that time to increase the model’s accuracy by employing weighting factors.

In this paper, we present a novel set of functions for the accurate prediction of the matrix correlation properties of dipoles in both arbitrary positions and inclinations with respect to each other. These accurate functions are not currently available in the literature. Accurate correlation predictions allow for an accurate MIMO capacity forecast of the associated systems. As previously stated, the results in [9] suggested some accuracy increase by using a linear combination of functions with some unknown optimum weighting factors. However, the results in [9] did not clearly identify the best weighting factors. Consequently, in this paper, these novel functions are obtained through the use of genetic algorithms (GAs), which aimed to identify optimum weighting factors of the polynomial-based hybrid correlation functions. The capacity is estimated for different Rayleigh fading handset scenarios with isotropic scattering, wherein the Kronecker model performs at its best, but the correlation model accuracy is challenged.

II. SIMPLE CORRELATION FUNCTIONS

The spatial correlation between two adjacent identical antennas can be found in [13]. The autocorrelation coefficients between two vertically polarized antennas are described in [14] and [15] and validated for isotropic environments in a reverberation chamber by [16]

\[ \zeta = \sin\left[ z_{\text{spatial}} \right]/\left[ z_{\text{spatial}} \right] \] (1)

where \( z_{\text{spatial}} = 2\pi d_{\text{spatial}}/\lambda \), and \( d_{\text{spatial}} \) is the interelement distance. In TPD schemes [17], a new correlation function may be employed by establishing an equivalence between the angular and spatial separation [9] by

\[ \zeta = \sin\left[ z_{\text{angular}} \right]/\left[ z_{\text{angular}} \right] \] (2)

where \( z_{\text{angular}} = 2\pi d_{\text{angular}} \). For a limited number of receiving antennas and under isotropic Rayleigh fading scenarios, the angular separation \( d_{\text{angular}} \) can be made equivalent to a spatial separation by [9]

\[ d_{\text{angular}} = \varphi_{i-j}/180. \] (3)

In this model, the angular difference between two consecutive dipoles is transformed to an angle of the first quadrant in the following way:

\[ \varphi'_{i-j} = \begin{cases} \text{abs}(\varphi_{i-j}), & \text{for } \text{abs}(\varphi_{i-j}) \leq 90 \\ 180 - \text{abs}(\varphi_{i-j}), & \text{for } 90 \leq \text{abs}(\varphi_{i-j}) \leq 270 \\ 360 - \text{abs}(\varphi_{i-j}), & \text{for } 270 \leq \text{abs}(\varphi_{i-j}) \leq 360 \end{cases} \] (4)

where \( \varphi_{i-j} = \varphi_i - \varphi_j \) is the angular difference between two dipoles in TPD schemes, and \( \varphi_i \) and \( \varphi_j \) are the orientation angles of dipoles \( i \) and \( j \), respectively. In [9], we proposed two simple linear and quadratic models to predict the correlation coefficients for the combined spatial and TPD schemes. The estimation error was not quantified in [9], but the two simple models had an opposite error behavior. This suggested the use of a linear combination of simple models to improve the model’s accuracy. A third simple cubic model is presented in this paper. In all these simple models, a unique distance concept was employed by merging the spatial distance with its equivalent distance for angular diversity. The linear, quadratic, and cubic mergings are defined by

\[ \zeta = \sin[2z_{\text{total}_{i-j}}]/[2z_{\text{total}_{i-j}}] \]

with

\[ \begin{align*} z_{\text{total}_{t}} &= z_{\text{spatial}} + z_{\text{angular}} \\ z_{\text{total}_{q}} &= \sqrt{z_{\text{spatial}}^2 + z_{\text{angular}}^2} \\ z_{\text{total}_{c}} &= \sqrt[3]{z_{\text{spatial}}^3 + z_{\text{angular}}^3} \end{align*} \] (5)

The correlation coefficients for these models are depicted in Figs. 1 and 2. From Figs. 1 and 2, it is clearly observed that an equivalent correlation behavior is obtained for spatial separation and angular difference.

III. MEASUREMENT SETUP ERROR ESTIMATION

A. Measurement Setup

Validation measurements were carried out using the 8 × 8 MIMO Analyzer Series E100 by EMITE Ing in connection with the Rohde & Schwarz ZVRE Vector Network Analyzer (9 kHz to 4 GHz). The MIMO Analyzer is a second-generation multimode-stirred chamber with dimensions of 0.82 m × 1.275 m × 1.95 m, eight wall-mounted transmitting antennas, different holder–stirring positions, polarization
stirring due to the different orientations of the wall-mounted printed-antenna exciting elements, two mechanical stirrers with 15 different positions for each platform position, 12 iris-coupling aperture stirring, and 20-MHz frequency stirring. The measurements were performed at 900 MHz, and several half-wave dipoles were used as MIMO array receiving antennas. Despite the initial chambers being prepared to emulate the Rayleigh fading environments with some polarization imbalance through reverberation techniques, it has recently been demonstrated that both polarization performance [18] and Ricean fading scenarios [19] can properly be emulated in multimode-stirred chambers, which therefore extend their emulating capabilities indoors and to scenarios with a dominant line-of-sight component.

The emulated channel in the MIMO Analyzer was configured with that of an isotropic Rayleigh fading environment. Many authors have demonstrated that signal correlation degrades the MIMO performance. Consequently, correlation is typically used to estimate the MIMO capacity. However, other works have shown that the MIMO capacity also depends on the number of multipath components and the Rician k-factor [20]. As a consequence, in this paper, diverse measurement scenarios were prepared to evaluate all the ranges of spatial, angular, and combined correlation scenarios between dipoles. Tests were performed while trying to preserve the Rayleigh fading characteristic of the environment and the same number of multipath components. This was done by simply repeating exactly the test conditions in [19].

In the multimode-stirred chamber, the measured channel matrix $H_{r \times t}$ is defined as

$$H_{r \times t} = R_t^{1/2} H_{r \times t}^{\text{id}} \left( R_t^{1/2} \right)^T$$

where $r$ and $t$ indicate the number of receive and transmit antennas, $H_{r \times t}^{\text{id}}$ is a random matrix of complex Gaussian elements with i.i.d. zero mean and unit variance and dimensions $r \times t$, $(.)^T$ denotes the transpose operation, and $R_t$ and $R_r$ are the separable transmit and receive spatial correlation matrices, respectively. In case some cross-correlation coefficients between the transmitter and receiver antennas exist, $H_{r \times t}$ is defined by [21], [22]

$$H_{r \times t} = R_r^{1/2} H_{r \times s}^{\text{id}} \left( R_t^{1/2} \right)^T$$

and

$$H_{r \times t} = R_r^{1/2} R_s^{1/2} H_{s \times t}^{\text{id}} \left( R_t^{1/2} \right)^T$$

where $R_s$ is the scattered cross-correlation matrix, and its dimensionality $s$ roughly corresponds to the number of scatterers. Although heuristic in nature, this model has the advantage of an adequate modeling of rank-deficient channels, if necessary, through (7). The MIMO capacity can then be estimated with the well-known formula for Shannon capacity [22]

$$C = \log_2 \left( \det \left( I_r + \frac{\text{SNR}}{t} H_{r \times t} H_{r \times t}^H \right) \right)$$

in a way similar to that in [23], where $\zeta_{\text{measured}}$ is the matrix that contains all the measured correlation values in the multimode-stirred chamber, and $\zeta_{\text{estimated}}$ is the matrix that contains all the estimated correlation values using the proposed models. The obtained errors when estimating the correlation with the three simple models in the employed hybrid spatial and TPD scenarios are depicted in Fig. 3 and summarized in Table I.

It can be observed from Fig. 3 that the linear model underestimates the measured correlation, whereas the cubic model overestimates it. The simple quadratic model showed the best match out of all the simple models employed. It is important to point out, however, that the simple linear and cubic models inversely perform with respect to the quadratic model regarding the type of error being evaluated. A 120% deviation is observed for the linear model with respect to the quadratic model when evaluating the maximum error, whereas only an 81% deviation is found for the cubic model. However, this performance is inverted when the mean error is evaluated. In this case, a 40% deviation is experimented by the cubic model, and a 21% deviation is experimented by the linear model, which are both measured with respect to the quadratic model. A similar conduct with opposite maximum error behavior was found between the linear and quadratic models in [11], which, at that time, suggested the use of higher order functions. The results shown here demonstrate that accuracy is not improved by simply increasing the order of the estimating function. This, in turn, suggests that a minimum error estimation of the correlation
Fig. 3. Estimation errors for (top) linear, (middle) quadratic, and (bottom) cubic correlation combined functions.
for a hybrid spatial-TPD scheme may exist but cannot be obtained by simple nonlinear least-square estimators. In the next section, we have successfully employed a GA to weigh the three different combined functions for an optimum estimation model of the correlation that exists between two dipoles with arbitrary inclination angles and spatial distance between them. This is done in this paper in an accurate manner for the first time.

IV. GA OPTIMIZATION

The results in [9] showed that a weighted linear combination of the simple models could increase the accuracy. The fact that a simple increment on the order of the simple model does not increase the final predicting accuracy, as it has been demonstrated in the previous section, reinforces this previously reported conclusion. The proposed combined function is described by

\[ z_{\text{total\_optimum}} = a^* z_{\text{total\_linear}} + b^* z_{\text{total\_quadratic}} + c^* z_{\text{total\_cubic}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (10)

where \( a, b, \) and \( c \) are unknown scalar values. The correlation estimates of this new function can be calculated in a similar way to that of simple functions by

\[ \zeta = \sin[z_{\text{total\_optimum}}/z_{\text{total\_optimum}}]. \]  \hspace{1cm} (11)

To find out the optimum values for \( a, b, \) and \( c \), we have employed an in-house-programmed GA with different fitness functions [24], [25]. Each objective function to be minimized corresponds to a different strategy since the correlation is due to a complex hybridization between spatial and angular distances.

A. Correlation-Based Optimization Strategies

A simple minimization strategy would try to reduce either the mean or the maximum error defined by (9) with an associated fitness function defined by

\[ f_{st1} = \text{error}_{\text{mean}}, \quad f_{st2} = \text{error}_{\text{max}}. \]  \hspace{1cm} (12)

However, it has been demonstrated that even with a correlation of \( \sim 0.5 \), almost total MIMO capacity can be obtained [26]. This means that the ability of the correlation function to estimate high values of correlation for the different possible situations is more important than the ability to accurately estimate low values of correlation. This is particularly important when the MIMO capacity is calculated from correlation values [3]. Consequently, two other fitness functions are proposed so that higher accuracy priority is given to high correlation values when optimizing the function with GAs. Strategies 3.x were designed to avoid evaluating errors within the fitness functions below a certain lower boundary for the correlation values by

\[ f_{st3.x} = \begin{cases} 0 & \text{if } 0 \leq \zeta_{\text{measured}} - \zeta_{\text{estimated}} < \text{bound} \\ \zeta_{\text{measured}} - \zeta_{\text{estimated}} - \text{bound} & \text{if } \text{bound} < \zeta_{\text{measured}} \leq 1 \end{cases} \]  \hspace{1cm} (13)

where \( x \) indicates which lower boundary from 0.1 to 0.9 has been considered. Strategy 4 also has its priorities on the high correlation values but, this time, by weighting the fitness function in the following way:

\[ f_{st4} = \begin{cases} \zeta_{\text{measured}} - \zeta_{\text{estimated}} - 0.5 & \text{if } 0 \leq \zeta_{\text{measured}} \leq 0.5 \\ \zeta_{\text{measured}} - \zeta_{\text{estimated}}^{1/3} & \text{if } 0.5 < \zeta_{\text{measured}} \leq 0.7 \\ \zeta_{\text{measured}} - \zeta_{\text{estimated}}^{1/3} & \text{if } 0.7 < \zeta_{\text{measured}} \leq 1 \end{cases} \]  \hspace{1cm} (14)

B. Capacity-Based Optimization Strategies

We have recently made clear that the correlation does not tell the whole story when evaluating the MIMO capacity, particularly when the antenna efficiencies are taken into account or in the presence of the user [11]. Thus, a fifth strategy was designed to obtain the scalar values of the fitness functions for minimum MIMO capacity error when evaluated in all possible scenarios. The error in evaluating the MIMO capacity is defined by

\[ C_{\text{SNR}} = \left( \sum_{\text{SNR}=0:5:35} C_{\text{SNR\_estimated}} - C_{\text{SNR\_measured}} \right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (15)

where \( C_{\text{SNR\_estimated}} \) is the estimated capacity for the evaluated scenario at different SNR values, and \( C_{\text{SNR\_measured}} \) is the measured...
capacity for the evaluated scenario at different SNR values. The associated fitness function for the GA algorithm becomes

$$f_{st5} = \sum_{x=A}^{x=F} \left( \frac{SNR_{\text{error}} = \left( \sum_{SNR=0.5:35}^{SNR_{\text{measured}} - SNR_{\text{estimated}}} \right)}{16} \right)$$

where A to F indicate the selected scenario. A detailed description of scenarios A to F is provided in Table II. While looking at a final performance result, such as capacity, the convergence of the algorithm becomes slow in this strategy since, for each individual of each generation of each possible scenario at each possible SNR, capacity has to be estimated.

V. RESULTS

A. Correlation Results

A very good match between the correlation results obtained with the GA-optimized function with simple strategy 1 (identified as the optimum correlation model for the tested scenario) and the measured results was observed, as depicted in Fig. 4. In this figure, different correlation results are shown for several MIMO scenarios with both spatial and angular distances. The error results for this GA-optimized correlation function are illustrated in Fig. 5. This figure shows that improvements of over 35% with respect to the quadratic simple model results were obtained with simple GA-optimizing strategies. To make a comparison of the diverse GA-optimizing strategies, six different measurement scenarios were selected from those used in Fig. 4. Three selected scenarios had both TPD and spatial diversity and included both semicorrelated and correlated ends with high, medium, and low correlation values. A high correlation was employed by selecting low angular and spatial separation distances between dipoles. The medium- and low-correlation scenarios employed larger spatial and angular distances. The obtained errors when estimating the correlation model with the proposed methods with respect to measurements using the $8 \times 8$ MIMO Analyzer are depicted in Fig. 6. A summary for the first three scenarios is extracted in Table III, wherein the mean and maximum obtained errors of the proposed models with respect to measurements are also listed.

It is interesting to note from Fig. 6 and Table III that the mean and maximum errors seem to have opposing behavior patterns. Likewise, when a bound is used in strategy 3 for GA optimization, the error increases with increasing correlation bound. Hence, using the bound to reduce the computational demands may not provide accurate prediction results. These results confirm our earlier finding of correlation being just part of the story for complicated real MIMO scenarios in reduced volumes [11]. The results shown in Table III are not conclusive for the selection of the GA-optimizing strategy and a call for additional metric evaluations for the new correlation functions.

B. Channel Coefficients Results

The way the proposed correlation function predicts not only the correlation factors, but some other parameters as well,
for a broader performance view can be evaluated with the Kolomorov–Smirnov metric (KSM) test [27]. This test studies the distribution of the channel coefficients \(H_{ij}\) by analyzing their histograms and measuring the maximum difference between the empirical cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of two random variables by

\[
\text{KSM}(\text{CDF}_1(x), \text{CDF}_2(x)) = \max (|\text{CDF}_1(x) - \text{CDF}_2(x)|). \tag{17}
\]

\[
\text{(capacity evaluation)}
\]

Fig. 7 makes a comparison between the measured channel coefficient envelopes and their estimates with the GA-optimized correlation function using strategy 1 (minimum mean error) for all scenarios. This is similar to the analysis performed in [6]. Likewise, Fig. 8 makes a comparison between the measured channel coefficient envelopes and their estimates with the GA-optimized correlation function using strategy 5 (capacity evaluation) for all scenarios. From these figures, it is easily observed that channel estimation degrades with decreasing correlation in the two comparisons. With scenarios C and F providing the lowest correlation values, this is confirmed by the highest values for the KSM metric found in these two scenarios. These high KSM coefficients prove that for these two scenarios, the predicted channel coefficients attain the highest difference to their measured counterparts. Likewise, it is shown in these figures that a better channel-coefficient estimation is obtained with the optimized function with strategy 1 than with the optimized function with strategy 5. Since the strategy goals were different, the results for the channel coefficient with the KSM metric required an additional analysis on the estimation of the MIMO capacity.

### C. MIMO Capacity Results

Figs. 9 and 10 illustrate the estimated MIMO capacity values using simple correlation functions for scenarios A to C and D to F, respectively. The MIMO capacity was estimated from the predicted H matrix, which, in turn, was estimated from a Kronecker model using different correlation models described in this paper. The measured MIMO capacities for all scenarios are also plotted in Figs. 9 and 10 for comparison purposes. It can be observed from these figures that the linear model overestimates the measured capacity, whereas the cubic model underestimates it. The best fit within the simple correlation models is for the quadratic function, with scenario average capacity errors of 1.7% and 4.4% at \(\text{SNR} = 15\) and 25 dB, respectively. In all the models, the goodness of the estimation degrades with increasing SNR, which is consistent with the Kronecker model. A better goodness of fit is achieved by all GA-optimized functions in comparison with simple linear correlation functions, as depicted in Fig. 11 for scenarios A,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Coef (a)</th>
<th>Coef (b)</th>
<th>Coef (c)</th>
<th>Error mean</th>
<th>Error max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Linear</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.035</td>
<td>0.211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quadratic</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cubic</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>0.183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA Str1. Max error</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>-0.014</td>
<td>0.062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA Str2. Med error</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>-0.010</td>
<td>0.067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA Str3.1 Bound 0.1</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>-0.008</td>
<td>0.069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA Str3.2 Bound 0.2</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>-0.012</td>
<td>0.062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA Str3.3 Bound 0.3</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>-0.017</td>
<td>0.064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA Str3.4 Bound 0.4</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>-0.017</td>
<td>0.065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA Str3.5 Bound 0.5</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>-0.78</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>-0.018</td>
<td>0.067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA Str3.6 Bound 0.6</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>-0.027</td>
<td>0.091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA Str3.7 Bound 0.7</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>-0.033</td>
<td>0.128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA Str3.8 Bound 0.8</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>-0.038</td>
<td>0.158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA Str3.9 Bound 0.9</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.364</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>-0.072</td>
<td>0.278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA Str4. Weighted</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.347</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>-0.024</td>
<td>0.098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA Str5. Capacity</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>-0.015</td>
<td>0.063</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As it happened for the simple correlation models, the goodness of fit also degrades for an increasing SNR for the GA-optimized functions. The errors performed when estimating the MIMO capacity at low, high, and average SNR values are plotted in Figs. 12–14 for all GA-optimizing strategies and scenarios. The worst predicting results are always obtained for scenarios C and F, which attain the lowest correlation. It is also clear from these figures that optimization strategies that ignore low correlation values work much better than the strategies that optimize either the maximum or the mean correlation error.

It is, however, interesting to observe that the minimum SNR-averaged estimating error is provided for medium- to high-correlated scenarios (A, B, D, and E) for the function with a
bound optimizing limit of 0.5. This agrees well with previous results, whereby this correlation value would not necessarily stop the MIMO designer from achieving quasi-optimum MIMO capacity [26]. This happens in spite of the fact that this optimization strategy provides higher mean and maximum error values than other GA optimization strategies. This is yet another confirmation that within a correlation model, the effort dedicated to accurately predict correlation values that are equal to or higher than 0.5 has to be more important than the effort dedicated to predict lower correlation values. It is equally interesting to see in Fig. 13 that the worst estimating performance corresponds to scenario F, where both the transmitter and the receiver ends are low correlated. This was expected when observing the channel coefficient results. In Fig. 14, we can also extract which one is the GA-optimizing strategy that performs at its best when averaging all scenarios and SNRs. The best averaged MIMO capacity-predicting performance is attained by GA strategy 5 (capacity evaluation), as expected. This may overcome the largest computer resources demanded by this strategy. The novel proposed correlation model with this GA optimization strategy has scenario-average capacity errors of 1.1% and 1.3% at SNR = 15 and 25 dB, respectively. The high accuracy of the proposed model is obtained at the cost of extra computational requirements.

VI. Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented diverse correlation models for dipoles in isotropic scattering environments with Rayleigh fading. The novel GA-optimized correlation functions are able to accurately estimate the performance of complex combined spatial diversity and TPD schemes for the first time. In addition to the correlation values, channel matrix coefficients and MIMO capacity metrics have been presented. Through simulations and measurements, it has been demonstrated that a minimum error in the correlation function guarantees the minimum error in channel matrix coefficients. However, this does not guarantee a minimum error in MIMO capacity estimation, for which an accurate prediction of high correlation values is more important. The antenna elements investigated are dipoles with a single polarization only. This is helpful for using the model when predicting the correlation behavior of dual- or multiple-polarized antennas that are able to simultaneously capture several polarizations. Similarly, the model can be applied to large transmitting MIMO arrays or to receiver MIMO arrays at limited volumes and for arbitrary spatial separations and polarization states. This has been provided in this paper in an accurate manner for the first time. MIMO-capacity-predicting accuracies of 1.1% at SNR = 15 dB have been achieved in the novel spatial–TPD MIMO scenarios. Future research includes the analysis of the model’s accuracy for Rician fading and nonisotropic environments using the 8 × 8 MIMO Analyzer measuring capabilities.
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